
Objective

Long-term growth of capital

Strategy summary

Morningstar: Large Value
Benchmark: Russell 1000 Value Index
Strategy inception: 6/24/1996
Total net assets: $1.55 b
Typical holding period: 2–4 years
Typical holding range: 30–60 securities
Typical portfolio turnover range: 25%–60%

Strategy

Mispriced opportunities
Seeks to invest in good businesses that are trading at
temporarily depressed prices

A disciplined approach
A strict buy-and-sell process helps the fund avoid
overpaying for investment opportunities

Focused portfolio
Designed to give more weight to the management
team's highest-conviction investment ideas

Managed by

Global investment manager employing a classic deep
value equity strategy that seeks to generate excess
long-term returns by focusing on good businesses
trading at temporarily depressed prices

Richard S. Pzena
On the fund since 1996.
Investing since 1980

John J. Flynn
On the fund since 2017.
Investing since 2000

Benjamin S. Silver, CFA, CPA
On the fund since 2012.
Investing since 1991

Investment process

Screen the largest U.S. stocks for valuation
The team starts with a dynamic universe of the 500 largest publicly traded U.S. companies and ranks
them based on their prices relative to normalized earnings. Only the cheapest 100 warrant further
consideration.

Select stocks with the greatest potential
The team analyzes industry and company fundamentals for each of the potential candidates and
conducts research projects to further narrow the �ield. Stocks that represent good businesses trading
at temporarily depressed prices are chosen based on a combination of �inancial modeling, discussions
with management, and on-site visits.

Adhere to a strict sell discipline
A position may be sold when:

It reaches fair value (universe midpoint)
It is within the 10% range of universe midpoint valuation and there are more a�tractive opportunities
available.
There is a change in company fundamentals

%Average annual total returns

Qtd Ytd 1 yr 3 yr 5 yr 10 yr
Life of

fund
Life of

fund date

Class I without sales charge 5.33 5.33 -4.59 28.07 5.49 8.87 7.69 11/12/02
Class A without sales charge 5.24 5.24 -4.84 27.74 5.23 8.59 7.78 6/25/96
Class A with sales charge -0.03 -0.03 -9.60 25.57 4.16 8.03 7.58 6/25/96
Russell 1000 Value Index 1.01 1.01 -5.91 17.93 7.50 9.13 8.87 —
Large value category 0.85 0.85 -5.02 18.79 7.54 8.79 — —

Expense ratios Gross
Net

(what you pay)
Contractual

through

Class I 0.89% 0.88% 7/31/2024
Class A 1.14% 1.13% 7/31/2024

%Calendar year returns

Class I without sales charge

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Classic Value Fund without sales

charge

40.88 10.82 -6.94 22.32 16.75 -16.71 25.16 -2.46 28.58 -6.77

Russell 1000 Value Index 32.53 13.45 -3.83 17.34 13.66 -8.27 26.54 2.80 25.16 -7.54

Large value category 31.15 10.15 -4.08 14.59 16.07 -8.61 24.99 2.68 26.08 -6.02

U.S. equity fund Investment professional fact sheet

John Hancock Classic Value Fund
A: PZFVX C: JCVCX I: JCVIX R2: JCVSX R5: JCVVX R6: JCVWX

1  On 11/8/02, the fund acquired all of the assets of the Pzena Focused Value Fund (predecessor fund), pursuant to a reorganization. Performance prior to 11/8/02 reflects the
performance of the predecessor fund.  2 The Russell 1000 Value Index tracks the performance of publicly traded large-cap companies in the United States with lower price-to-
book ratios and lower forecasted growth values. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. 3 Comparison against the benchmark and Morningstar category is based on Class
I shares.  4 “Net (what you pay)” represents the effect of a contractual fee waiver and/or expense reimbursement and is subject to change. 5 Performance data shown excludes
fees and expenses. The performance data would be lower if such fees and expenses were included. Past performance does not guarantee future results.  

THIS MATERIAL IS FOR INSTITUTIONAL/BROKER-DEALER USE ONLY. NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION OR USE WITH THE PUBLIC.

All data is as of March 31, 2023 Q1 - 2023
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The past performance shown here reflects reinvested distributions and the beneficial effect of any expense
reductions, and does not guarantee future results. The sales charge for Class A shares, reflects the maximum sales
charge of 5.0%. For Class I shares, there is no sales charge. Returns for periods shorter than one year are
cumulative, and results for other share classes will vary. Shares will fluctuate in value and, when redeemed, may be
worth more or less than their original cost. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance cited.
For the most recent month-end performance, visit jhinvestments.com. 
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Quarterly commentary

John Hancock Classic Value Fund
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Highlights
The quarter started strong, but the failure of several regional banks caused the
markets to stagger at period end.
The fund posted a positive return and outperformed its benchmark, the Russell
1000 Value Index.
Allocation to the consumer discretionary, industrials, and healthcare sectors
aided performance, while holdings in �inancials and energy detracted.

Market review and outlook
A�ter a strong start to the year, uncertainty around the failure of Silicon Valley
Bank (SVB) and several other regional banks led to a pullback in the market and
a �light to the perceived safety of tech stocks. Against this backdrop, value
underperformed the broader market.

Contributors and detractors
The fund posted a positive return and outperformed its benchmark. Holdings in
the consumer discretionary, industrials, and healthcare sectors were the largest
contributors to performance.

Industrial leader General Electric Company’s shares were up, as the company
continues to see a recovery in both its aviation and power segments post the
healthcare spin-o�f. Dialysis products and services provider Fresenius Medical
Care AG & Company was strong, as margins came in be�ter than expected and
management raised expectations for long-term cost savings. Online travel agency
Booking Holdings, Inc. bene�ited from a strong recovery in travel demand, which
drove revenue growth.

Financials in general were hard hit, as the failure of SVB and others elicited fears
of another �inancial crisis. MetLife, Inc., American International Group, Inc., and
Wells Fargo & Co. were unsurprisingly among the largest detractors. While
contagion from SVB may yet evolve in ways that bring on more severe macro
developments, the key elements that led to SVB’s downfall are much be�ter
managed at most other U.S. banks and the broader �inancials sector.

Portfolio changes
Valuation dispersion remains elevated, and our portfolio continues to be exposed
to economically sensitive and cyclical businesses. We initiated a position in
Charter Communications, a pure-play cable communications provider whose
stock weakened on concerns that �ixed wireless and �iber overbuild will constrain
subscriber growth, resulting in increased price competition.

We also added Medtronic PLC, the largest stand-alone medical device company in
the world. The stock weakened following periods of low organic growth, supply
chain-related margin erosion, and unforced errors in its diabetes franchise. We
believe that management's ongoing restructuring plan will accelerate growth and
create a more resilient cost structure, while self-help initiatives in diabetes will
help quell share losses.

Another addition, TE Connectivity Ltd. (TE) is a leading supplier of highly
engineered connectors to auto, data center, and robotics manufacturers. TE’s
expertise in harsh environment connectors should allow the company to bene�it
from the strong secular growth of these verticals.

We funded these purchases by exiting drug distributor McKesson Corp. on
valuation, Hewle�t Packard Enterprise Company on strength, and NRG Energy,
Inc. in the wake of an expensive and earnings-dilutive acquisition. We also
trimmed General Electric on strength.

This commentary reflects the views of the named portfolio managers and is subject to change as market and other conditions warrant. No forecasts are guaranteed. This
commentary is provided for informational purposes only and is not an endorsement of any security, mutual fund, sector, or index. The subadvisor, the advisor (John Hancock
Investment Management LLC), and their affiliates, employees, and clients, may hold or trade the securities mentioned in this commentary. Diversification does not guarantee
a profit or eliminate the risk of a loss. 



Risk and performance measures

5 year
Fund

Morningstar
category

Alpha -3.17 0.13
Beta 1.37 0.98
Sharpe ratio 0.20 0.41
Sortino ratio 0.29 0.60
Standard deviation (%) 27.11 18.40
Information ratio 0.02 -0.01
Tracking error (%) 11.34 1.23
Upside capture ratio (%) 118.87 98.26
Downside capture ratio (%) 126.16 97.56
R-squared (%) 89.04 99.58

Key facts

Portfolio turnover  (%) 18
Number of holdings 39
Average market cap

Fund $59.74 b
Benchmark $155.00 b

P/E ratio (trailing)
Fund 12.78x
Benchmark 15.73x

Price/book ratio
Fund 1.45x
Benchmark 2.22x

Active share (%) 90.17

%Risk and return

5 year (Std. deviation, return)

%Upside/downside capture ratio

5 year (Downside, upside)

%10 largest holdings

1. General Electric Company 5.08 6. Wells Fargo & Company 4.01
2. Dow, Inc. 5.07 7. Edison International 3.75
3. Lear Corp. 4.60 8. Capital One Financial Corp. 3.60

4. Citigroup, Inc. 4.54 9. Cognizant Technology Solutions Corp. 3.47
5. Fresenius Medical Care AG & Company

KGaA
4.13 10. Gildan Activewear, Inc. 3.45

John Hancock Classic Value Fund

6 The portfolio turnover is as of the fund’s fiscal year end and is subject to change. The fund’s annual report includes further details regarding the portfolio turnover ratio. 7
Listed holdings reflect the largest portions of the fund’s total and may change at any time. They are not recommendations to buy or sell any security. Data is expressed as a
percentage of net assets and excludes cash and cash equivalents. Fund characteristics will vary over time.
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All data is as of March 31, 2023 Q1 - 2023

Calculations are based on Class I shares.  
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Average annual standard deviation
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%Sector composition

Financials 32.08
Consumer Discretionary 22.87
Industrials 11.83

Health Care 10.98
Information Technology 7.31
Materials 5.21
Energy 4.35
Utilities 3.85

Communication Services 1.52

What you should know before investing

MF2852146 38IQSR 4/23

John Hancock Classic Value Fund

7 Listed holdings reflect the largest portions of the fund’s total and may change at any time. They are not recommendations to buy or sell any security. Data is expressed as a
percentage of net assets and excludes cash and cash equivalents. Fund characteristics will vary over time.

John Hancock Investment Management Distributors LLC, Member FINRA, SIPC, 200 Berkeley Street, Boston, MA 02116, 800-225-5291, jhinvestments.com
Manulife, Manulife Investment Management, Stylized M Design, and Manulife Investment Management & Stylized M Design are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance
Company and are used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
NOT FDIC INSURED. MAY LOSE VALUE. NO BANK GUARANTEE. NOT INSURED BY ANY GOVERNMENT AGENCY.
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Value stocks may decline in price. Foreign investing, especially in emerging markets, has additional risks, such as currency
and market volatility and political and social instability. A portfolio concentrated in one sector or that holds a limited
number of securities may fluctuate more than a diversified portfolio. Please see the fund’s prospectus for additional risks.
Clients should carefully consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses before investing. To
request a prospectus or summary prospectus with this and other important information, call us at 800-225-6020,
or visit us at jhinvestments.com. 
© 2023 Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or
its providers; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete, or timely.
Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this
information.  


